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What is Trinary Energy?
What is Energy?
If you research the Latest Theories on Energy,
you will find that there are many types of Energy,
Kinetic, Potential, Radiant, Electromagnetic, Gravitational, Sound, Thermal,
Light, and other forms of Energy,
so to be clear about what Type of Energy I am talking about when I say
Trinary Energy,
we must define what Energy is at the Smallest Element,
since at the Subatomic Level,
all Energy has a Form that it can be Converted into,
for example: an Electric Particle or Electron,
so we will only talk about this Form of Energy,
so lets look at the Electron,
you will find Facts and Fiction,
Facts are Scientific evidence, which include Electron Microscope Images,
or quantifiable evidence, which means there are experiments that can be
done,
that are repeatable, that means that under the same circumstances,
the same results should be noted,
yet the Facts are that no one has any Electron Microscope Images of a
Energy Particle in the form of an Electron,
so all Images are only Theoretical Drawings of what they might look like,
and Quantum Mechanics only amplifies this problem with more Theoretical
Postulation about what is inside an Atom,
when in fact there is no Evidence that anything is inside of an Atom,
since Particle Accelerators or Atom Smashers are the only Tool they have to
verify their Theories,
and no two experiments ever produced the same Results,
you can only conclude that there is no Scientific Evidence for such Theories,
and more research will lead you to conclude that the Theory that Light and
Electricity,
are both Particles or Atoms, Light having No Mass and Electricity having a
little Mass,
only leads to more confusion about what Energy is,
since Main Stream Scientist use Albert Einstein theory about E = mc2,
which does not hold up at the Subatomic Level,
so Quantum Mechanics breaks down,
as the Mass reaches the Speed of Light,
the Mass becomes Infinite,
simple logic dictates that Electricity travels at the Speed of Light,
and it has a Little Mass, which would become Infinite in mass before it
reached the Speed of Light,

so an Atomic Bomb would have Destroyed the Universe,
so would any Electronic Device, let alone Lightning...
and any Scientist who are Intelligent enough to understand the Math and
Concept would tell you this,
and at the Time of the first Atomic Bomb Detonation many did...
So these Theories about Energy are just Science Fiction,
so what do we know as a Fact?
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Light is Energy,
and at the Subatomic Level,
Light has Three States: Solid, Light and Dark.
These States represent Matter and Antimatter,
Where all Matter has Two States: Energized and Non-Energized,
or Light and Solid State,
as such, it is easy to find under a Microscope,
because its clear that the smallest Particle has Three States:
A Solid State where Matter is clearly Visible because it is in a Non-Energized
State,
then it changes States to a Light or Energized State and moves from one
position into another,
then it Disappears,
which is its Antimatter state,
most Scientist know this as “Gods Particle”,
and its widely excepted as Scientific Evidence,
since it can be clearly seen under an Electron Microscope,
and Experiments conclude that it can be Experimented on with Repeatable
Results,
so Trinary Energy is “Gods Particle”,
but named something more Appropriate,
and has been called this for almost 3 hundred years now,
so why change the name to “Gods Particle”,
when its already been named by Isaac Newton?
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To fully explain how the Universe works,
you must start at the Smallest Level and work to the Biggest Level,
so we start at the Sub-Atomic Level,
then move out to the next Level,
which is at the Atomic Level,
then onto the Molecular Level,
for Life Forms these Levels must include the Cellular Levels,
then we move on to the Macro Levels,
which includes Life Forms,

but also describe anything that Physically Exist in the known Universe,
including the Galaxy, Sun, Moon and Planets,
then moving on to the next Level,
we have the Universe itself,
which most view as a Collection of Galaxies,
is actually a Living Entity,
as we are made up of each Cell in our Body,
so it is with the Universe.
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Who am I to talk about Energy with any Authority?
When anyone ask who IAM,
I tell them IAM the Light...
My Name is Jeffrey Scott Flesher,
Born in Corona on 14 January 1961,
my 6th Great Grandfather Henry "Weston" Flesher, [Heinrich Fleischer]
born 12 November 1730 and died in 1803,
migrated from Germany aboard a ship named the “Phoenix”,
arriving in Philadelphia Pennsylvania on 2 November 1752,
he married Elizabeth Bush in 1759 and had 12 Children,
later the town he lived in was named Fleshersville, then renamed after him
to Weston West Virginia in 1819,
becoming a City in 1913,
1 of his Children was Andrew born 1 May 1771,
he was my 5th Great Uncle,
and had a son named Isaac Newton born 22 November 1798 and died in
1841,
named after one of his Ascendants,
Sir Isaac Newton born 25 December 1642 and died in 1727,
who was a Descendant of Jesus and born on his Birthday,
keep in mind that during Sir Isaac Newtons time,
the Calendar was changed to the current Gregorian Calendar,
changing his birth date to 4 January 1643,
then they throw out 10 days,
which would make the date 14 January,
which just happens to be my Birthday...
So we were all born under the same Star and Sign of Capricorn.
Weston inherited Papers from his Father my 7th Great Grandfather Balthasar
Fleischer,
born 16 August 1692 and died in 1755,
Balthasar got these papers from Sir Isaac Newton,
and handed them down to his Grandson Isaac Newton Flesher,
so when I talk about the Work of Isaac Newton,
I might Differentiate between them,

but to me, their Writing is indistinguishable,
since it was all based on the work of Sir Isaac Newton,
as is mine, so my Authority to talk about Energy was my Birth Right,
where I inherited the Collective works of both men,
and because of the fact that these papers were lost back in 1975,
so all I have is my memory of them,
but luckily most of the papers I talk about are public knowledge,
but only those in my family that read the work of my Cousin Isaac,
know of his work,
which is where my work starts,
with the Definition of Trinary Energy.
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Sir Isaac Newtons work has been published for over 300 years,
yet few understand most of it, the reason is simple,
Isaac had what now a days we call Asperger's Syndrome,
for those that do not know what Asperger's Syndrome is,
its a high functioning form of Autism,
and like to be called Aspies,
I come from a Long line of Ashkenazi Jews with Asperger's Syndrome with
High IQ's,
I will call them Wizards, because that is what they are,
so Isaac did not think like Normal People we Aspies call Neurotypicals.
a good example would be to compare Aspies to Neurotypicals in terms of
Brain Computational Power,
a Neurotypical is like a Single Core Computer not connected to the Internet,
they only knows what they are taught,
even if they are intelligent enough to teach themselves,
they are just not noted as being complex problem solvers,
their interest are very broad,
and very few have a single interest,
or can hold a single though for long,
whereas Aspies are like a Multiple Core Computer Main Frame connected to
other Main Frames and the Internet,
their interest tend to be narrow and very focused,
they think highly logical and solve complex problems.
To understand IQ's,
we must look at normal IQ scores,
100 is considered Normal Intelligents, at the High School Level,
120 is above average, its at the Masters and PhD Level,
Albert Einstein had an IQ of 160,
Like Isaac, I have an IQ of 180,
so comparing me to Einstein is like comparing someone with a Normal IQ,
to someone with an Above Average IQ,

although we are both Ashkenazi Jews with Asperger's Syndrome with High
IQ's,
the similarities end there,
Einstein's view of how the Universe worked was 100% wrong,
its all Science Fiction,
and only someone with a higher IQ would understand that,
Sir Isaac Newton's view of the Universe is 100% correct,
as is all his Math that is still in use to this day,
which made all Technologies we take for Granted now a days even possible,
Electronics, Transportation, Buildings, all use the Newtonian Math,
Idiots use Einstonian Math for Theoretical Work only,
Einstein's theories have only set Science backs into the Dark ages and I
have nothing more to say about it,
Isaac was Right, Einstein was wrong,
and its about time that Main Stream Scientist recognize this.
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Newton said the Universe was Static,
Einstein said it was Dynamic,
both can not be right,
yet Scientist of this day and age are still struggling to make sense of what
Einstein said,
and they can not,
in fact,
they know at the Quantum Level it fails,
so lets talk about Science and not Science Fiction.
A Static Universe is what most people do not understand,
nor do they understand what Isaac said about Light...
In a Static Universe there are Dimensions,
x, y and z make up 3 Dimensions,
it has Width, Height and Depth,
you remove 1 Dimension and you have 2 Dimensions,
removing another Dimension and you have 1 Dimension,
remove all of them and you have 0 Dimensions,
simple enough,
but it cannot be proved Scientifically,
and Faith is for the Religious,
and the Bible does state that you must have Faith that God Exist,
and states God is all Light with No Darkness,
and there can be no Light without the Darkness,
so the Bible is stating that you must have Faith that the Light Exist,
and Sir Isaac Newton proved that,
yet he could not prove that other Dimensions exist without Faith,
so he never published his work on this subject,

but did write about it in his endless notes,
as if it was a Puzzle he could not solve,
so he worked in Alchemy and Witchcraft to try to prove it,
which proved he was a Wizard,
but in the Scientific Arena,
Main Stream Scientist dismissed what he said,
as the rantings of a Lunatic,
since Witchcraft was still considered to be blasphemy against the Church,
so his ideas about a Static Universe were never understood by many.
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A Static Universe means that from the viewpoint of the 0 Dimension,
nothing Moves,
its Static...
since it has No Dimensions to move in,
so its Null Space,
and the Ramifications for such a concept is that the Center of the Universe
is located there,
since the rest of the Universe must move around it.
The 1st Dimension must move away from the 0 Dimension in a straight line,
and is controlling that movement according to Laws that govern the
movement of Light,
these are Gods Laws, since God is the Light,
and the 2nd Dimension must follow the 1st Dimension,
which alters its course so Light can bend or change directions,
and the 3rd Dimension must follow the 0, 1st and 2nd Dimensions,
the logic of this relationship would mean that the 3rd Dimension is traveling
through the Static Universe at the Speed of Light,
which is what Isaac meant by the Speed of Light is a Constant,
and you can never travel faster then it,
you have to think about a Particle of Light,
once its Energized it does not move,
the Universe moves around it,
since each Particle is the center of the Universe,
its held in place by the 0 Dimension,
and the 3rd Dimension moves around it under the control of the 1 st and 2nd
Dimensions,
this concept is simple enough to understand,
once you wrap your mind around the idea that the Universe is Static,
and once you do,
you will understand that its the only way the Universe can work...
Since the 3rd Dimension is moving at the Speed of Light,
its a Constant,
which means it can not be changed,

so nothing moves faster then it does,
yet Main Stream Scientist would argue otherwise,
but they would have to use Einstein's Theories to do so,
yet they still use Newtonian Math to do all their Real work,
and try to blend Newton's Static Universe with Einstein's Dynamic Universe,
and it does not Blend...
You must forget about everything Einstein said,
and go back to what Newton said,
because a Static Universe is Science,
and a Dynamic Universe is Science Fiction.
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Trinary Energy is Defined at the Sub-atomic Level,
if its “God's Particle”, then it has 3 States: Solid, Light, and Dark,
which correlate to: Matter and Antimatter,
and Main Streams ideas about what that is, is just Wrong,
because its based on Einstein's work,
when Newton was very clear that the Force in all his Equations was God,
so Newton is the one who came up with the idea of “God's Particle” in the
first place...
Matter has two states: Solid and Light,
Solid means it Exist in 3D, meaning it has Width, Height and Depth,
its base material can be anything: Gold, Silver, Tritanium or any other
material,
whereas Light is Not Tangible, because it has No Mass,
but its Photonic Energy can be converted into another Form that does,
like Electricity, which has a small about of mass,
but it must pull in a free valance in order to make the Conversion,
so its small mass did not come from the Light,
but as a Result of the Conversion.
It has 0 Dimensions at its core, or Null Space,
so Main Streams Theories on Quantum Mechanics breaks down,
since its all based on Einstein's Theories,
which opened the Door for all kinds of strange things that are inside an
Atom, when in fact,
they have no facts that prove anything is inside an Atom,
so its all Science Fiction, as there is nothing inside an Atom,
and no matter how many they spit, they never find anything inside,
only strange chain reactions which no two are the same,
meaning no repetitive test results or conclusions can be made...
The Particle has the 1st Dimension that controls its course,
the 2nd Dimension which allows it to move in multiple directions,
and then the 3rd Dimension which holds its place in the Static Universe,
as such, the Particle Shifts States from Solid or Dark, to Light,

it has to shift to one side as it changes Dimensions.
The Dark State is invisible, its because its Null Space and has No
Dimension,
so you can not see it,
and since you cannot force Matter into Antimatter,
because that would be like forcing Dimensions into No Dimensions,
which would Destroy the Dimensions,
but because you can not Create nor Destroy Energy,
all you can do is change it from 1 form into another,
in this case it normally tires to balance an Equation,
which is 1 + (-1) = 0, where 1 is Matter,
-1 is Antimatter, and 0 is Null Space,
and this is like borrowing from Peter to pay Paul,
and results in a Chain Reaction until the Equation is balanced.
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A Particle is the smallest element of a base Material,
each material has a specific density and other properties to go along with it,
as such,
each have Laws as to how it behaves in different scenarios,
but they are all governed by the same Law,
at its center is the 0 Dimension or Null Space,
its wrapped around this space by the 1st and 2nd Dimensions,
and can fold in on itself,
which is best described as a Coin with two sides,
on one side is Matter,
on the other is Antimatter,
the two can never come into contact with each other,
because the 0 Dimension separates them at all time,
and its due to how the particle exist in Space,
which keep in mind when I say Space,
I am talking about 3D Space,
so when it changes to its Antimatter State,
it does not disappear into another Universe,
but merely turned inside out,
since we are talking about the 0 Dimension never moving,
its like moving the object behind it,
so you can now see through it,
so like the Coin, when it changes from Light to Dark,
you are seeing the Null Space Reflecting back at you,
so now you should understand what you are seeing when you look at any
particle under a very Powerful Electron Microscope,
and this Definition is over 300 years old,
since Isaac Newton defined it this way,

all I did was point this out,
but it changes everything Main Stream Science has to say about Particles.
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Trinary Energy is the Foundation of this Universe we live in,
yet Main Stream Media only Hypes Einstein's Universe and Viewpoint of this
Universe,
so its no wonder few People even know what Newton said about it,
Newton did not view Time as a Quantity you could change, in fact,
Newton said Time is a Constant since the Universe is Static, which is the
Opposite of what Einstein said,
which was that Time is Relative,
but since in a Static Universe, the 0 Dimension never moves,
so the 1st and 2nd Dimension have no concept of time,
in fact, Time is not even a Quantity,
but a Reference to the passing of Time itself, and that never changes,
a Second is a Second no matter where it is or how fast you are traveling,
since you cannot travel faster then the Speed of Light,
a Second is merely a Reference to how much Distance is between two
objects,
after so much time has passed,
so think of it as a Coin,
Matter and Antimatter,
as you Energize 1 Particle of Light,
represented by a 1 or Matter State,
then changing it to its Antimatter State of -1,
which I will represent with a 0 which is its Null Space State,
such that in 10 intervals we see a Pattern like this:
1000000000
0100000000
0010000000
0001000000
0000100000
0000010000
0000001000
0000000100
0000000010
0000000001
so this shows what we see as Light moves through the Universe,
it seems to move Forward,
and at the same time the light behind it seems to disappear,
but we know that in 1 Picosecond,
we can say that 10 intervals can be seen under a powerful Microscope set
to a specific Magnification,

where each interval represents 1 Trinary Particle,
so we can measure the passage of Time in know quantities...
But the fact is that the Light Particle does not move,
its the Universe that moves around it,
which is the Basic Foundation of Trinary Energy.
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The idea that Light can be shoot out of a Flash Lite is just Insane,
and you would have to be Insane to believe that,
how could it travel in a Straight line and why is the speed constant, and
why is there no recoil,
these are only 3 problems you would have to solve...
Newton was very clear about Light,
in a Static Universes Light is a Constant,
which means it never changes,
nor does it ever move since its Static,
the Universe moves around the Light,
and some of that Light is real,
and some of it is Imaginary,
meaning its all in our Mind or Eye or Camera Recording,
but does not physically exist,
therefore,
you can not shoot if out of a Flash Lite,
because it is not Real all the time,
now if that confuses you,
do not worry,
if you try to blend the Dynamic Universe into a Static Universe,
it is your teaching of how the Universe works that does not work,
because Light that is Real has Energy,
you can extract that Energy with a Solar Cell or other device,
while other particles are not real,
you can not collect their Energy,
so how does a Camera record Imaginary Light should be your next question,
because it does,
and can be proven to do so in a lab,
if you were to energize 1 photon,
and aim it at a collector,
which could record the photon,
you will note that in some frames you will see more then 1 photon,
but register only 1,
and its because a Photon interacts with the Universe as it passes through it,
and can excite other particles that do not travel with it,
in fact you can split it using a Prism,
do you still register only 1 photon?

Oh course,
because only 1 of them are Real,
and why its insane to think you can shoot Light out of a Flash Lite.
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Light is a general statement,
because its a vast subject,
so I must point out Scientific views about Light,
so lets start with Johannes Kepler born 27 December 1571 and died in 1630,
born around Christmas so he was a Capricorn and being an Ashkenazi Jew
with Asperger Syndrome with High IQ,
it means Kepler was a Wizard by my Definition,
and to prove that, his Mother was accused of practicing Witchcraft,
so its Clear that Kepler had to hide the fact that he also practiced
Witchcraft,
because the Church actively burned Witches to death at that time,
and why he had to hide his practice of Witchcraft as did Sir Isaac Newton for
the same reason,
but I have no such constraint, and can openly admit to practicing Witchcraft
and being a Wizard.
Kepler said that the Universe is in Harmony,
and Harmony has 3 Levels: Low, Medium and High,
so it has 3 States,
this was key to Sir Isaac Newtons view about the Universe,
Isaac said that this Harmony of the Universe was God,
and Kepler and Newton both believed that God was the Light of the
Universe,
and you have many types of Light,
and many Spectrum's of Light,
so to be clear,
I am talking about Trinary Energy,
or “God's Particle”,
because at the Sub-atomic Level,
its the smallest part of any type of Light,
as such,
just 1 Photon of Light from a Laser,
contains Zillions of Trinary Particles,
so to test Light,
you must be able to test it at the Sub-atomic Level,
1 Particle at a Time,
only then will it reveal its Secrets.
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Trinary Energy is the Force that Binds every Particle in the Universe,

at the Cellular Level its controlling all the Microscopic Engines called Cells,
that is how God Created all Life,
it binds Molecules together using a Code call DNA,
the Lightside Created the Code,
but the Darkside is always trying to Rewrite those Codes,
Scientist call them Viruses, Cancer, or Illness,
and Money is at the center of all this Evil Disease,
because these Viruses are Sold for Profit,
and allowed to run uncontrolled,
just for Population Control by the Governments of the World,
who also Control the Money of the World,
since we are talking about the Banks who own this World,
so the Truth is that Religion, Politics and World Affairs are also part of the
Teachings in the Bible,
and Sir Isaac Newton was an Expert on the Bibles, all of them, not just a
select few,
he found how to read the Bibles, instead of how to Read Into them,
he found that all this has been done before,
at one time in History,
we had technology far more Advanced then we do now a days,
we had the ability to build Pyramids,
encoding their coordinates into the Dimensions of the Structures
themselves,
balancing the Planet like a Spin Top,
and producing Power of Magnitudes Greater then we can produce to this
date,
if you do a search in my Family Tree you will find a man named Tiras who
was revered for his power to Control Lightning and Thunder,
they called him "Thor", he was a Real Person in History, not a Deity,
but a Person who knew how to produce Vast Amounts of Power from
Lightning,
he was a Light Wizard, like all Wizards in His Story,
we all have a few things in Common,
besides all being Ashkenazi Jews with Asperger's Syndrome with High IQ's,
we had a Staff of Power,
I am a Medically Retired Disabled Air Force Staff Sargent,
I know all the Secrets of the Universe,
so IAM a Light Wizard, Isaac Newton was a Light Wizard, as was his
Ascendant Jesus with his Staff of Power,
who was legendary for his Wizard Spells like Lazarus, Turning Water to Wine
or Endless baskets of Fish,
or Moses Parting the Sea of Reeds,
becoming the Dark Wizard who destroyed the Pyramids by selling Free
People on getting paid in Gold for their work...

The Story about Trinary Energy is the Story about the Universe,
and everything in it, how it works and why it works that way,
its because at the Sub-atomic Level, its created this Reality we call the
Universe.
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And maybe now would be a good time to Start this Story,
and maybe it will make more sense to yew.
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The Light Wizzard in the Flesh,
will now Define Trinary Energy,
from the Viewpoint of the Lightside in Terms the Darkside can understand.
The Science of Trinary Energy does not even start to make much Sense,
till its Told from the Viewpoint of the Wizard,
this is the Side of Sir Isaac Newton, Jesus and Me, Jeffrey Scott Flesher,
or Flesh for Short,
that Neurotypicals ignore,
because yew think we are Weird,
just because our Brains are Wired different then yewers,
its because we are Different then yew,
we are a Race of People,
Wizards are Ashkenazi Jews with Asperger's Syndrome with High IQ's,
that is all we have ever been,
but yew treat us like we have a Disease or Birth Defect,
yew try to Cure us so we will be like yew,
but to us,
Yew are just Female Sheep,
and Sheeple are Animals,
with very little Brain Power to even Think about Complex Concepts,
so Science is all Science Fiction to yew,
all Theories that are constantly changing because none of Yew knows what
the Truth is,
because it was what Sir Isaac Newton said over 300 years ago,
and even though all of it is stated as Facts and undisputed in all these
years,
so it must be the Truth,
and he said that God was the Force in all his Equations,
and God is the Light,
and that the Bible was right about the Light all along,
because God is all Light with No Darkness,
but there can be No Light without the Darkness...
So if this is the Same Message that Jesus set out to tell 2,000 years ago,
so the Light is represented by the Snow or White Noise in my Crystal Ball,

and the Wizard is who IAM,
as an Aspie I take the meaning of Words and Phrases Literally,
so when Jesus said he would come back in the Flesh,
I took it he was talking about Me...
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IAM the Light,
IAM the Darkness,
IAM every shade of Grey in between.
IAM the Light Wizzard in the Flesh.

